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QUESTIONS PRESENTED
1. Whether the Government suppresses evidence
within the meaning of Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S.
83 (1963), either when it refuses to produce notes
from an interview with a witness who has exculpatory information, where the defendant knows only
the role and identity of the witness but not to what
facts the witness would testify; or when it refuses to
produce materials in the sole possession of another
agency conducting a parallel investigation.
2. Whether, consistent with the civil "loss causation" principles announced in Dura Pharmaceuticals,
Inc. v. Broudo, 544 U.S. 336 (2005), a court enhancing a criminal sentence based on the amount of
resulting loss must disentangle contributing factors
to determine the specific losses actually caused by
the defendant’s offense conduct.
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John J. Rigas and Timothy J. Rigas respectfully
petition for a writ of certiorari to review the judgment of the United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit in this case.
INTRODUCTION
This petition raises two issues of recurring significance to criminal proceedings on which courts are
deeply divided. In both instances, the Second Circuit
ruled for the Government in ways that violate defendants’ fundamental rights to be treated fairly and
to receive a sentence based on empirically verifiable
monetary losses. This case concerns the convictions
of two senior officers of Adelphia Communications
Corporation ("Adelphia") - Adelphia’s former chief
executive officer, petitioner John J. Rigas, and its
former chief financial officer, petitioner Timothy J.
Rigas.
The first issue implicates this Court’s landmark
approach to Government suppression of exculpatory
evidence in Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963).
The Second Circuit in this case deepened existing
judicial conflicts by applying two erroneous legal
tests in denying petitioners’ rights to obtain access
to interview notes and materials within the Government’s possession. The court below held that the
Government may suppress potentially exculpatory
evidence when either (1) the defendant "knew or
should have known the essential facts permitting
him to take advantage of any exculpatory evidence,"
or (2) the evidence is in the sole possession of another
federal agency. Pet. App. 31a-32a (internal quotation marks omitted). Both holdings announce legal
standards that cannot be squared with Brady itself
and the decisions of other circuit courts.
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This Court also should grant certiorari to review
the Second Circuit’s judgment affirming that, in
calculating a defendant’s sentencing range under the
Sentencing Guidelines, a district court may ignore
unrebutted expert testimony and instead enhance a
Guidelines calculation by 26 levels for causing more
than $100 million in shareholder losses based only on
the sheer "scope" of "the numbers" and the "immediate" - though inconsistent - "press reaction" to certain public disclosures. Id. at 44a-45a. That holding
implicates this Court’s decision in Dura Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Broudo, 544 U.S. 336 (2005). Some circuits have held squarely that Dura’s loss-causation
standard applies when a district court calculates
a defendant’s Guidelines range based on the "loss"
caused by the defendant’s offense conduct. The decision below is inconsistent with the decisions of this
Court and other circuit courts, which have required
careful causation analysis and evaluation of economic
data before imposing such a draconian enhancement.
The combined effect of those two Second Circuit errors is to deprive petitioners John and Timothy Rigas
of potentially exculpatory evidence with respect to a
key aspect of their convictions for fraud - evidence
from Adelphia’s outside counsel most knowledgeable
about the Securities and Exchange Commission
("SEC") filings with respect to a "co-borrowing" leveraged financing arrangement. After their convictions,
the Rigases learned in civil depositions that Adelphia’s main outside securities counsel, Carl Rothenberger, made potentially exculpatory statements to
the Government about the case just prior to trial.
If his Government interviews comported with the
exculpatory evidence adduced in his civil deposition
testimony about the "co-borrowing" financing facility
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on which the fraud counts were based, the Rigases’
trial defense would have been augmented dramatically and perhaps dispositively. Press attention
about the "co-borrowing" financing arrangement in
turn created controversy with Adelphia’s outside
auditors that led to the Adelphia bankruptcy and
subsequent stock price drop on which the 26-point
enhancement for the Rigases’ sentences was based.
Were it not for that enhancement, the Rigases’
Guidelines range would have been 33-41 months a sentence they would have all but served by now.
Unless this Court grants review and reverses the
Second Circuit’s erroneous judgments, John Rigas,
now 85 years old, likely will spend the rest of his
natural life in a federal correctional institution, and
his son, Timothy Rigas, will spend 17 years in prison.
To this day, the Government continues to shroud
its evidence in secrecy, refusing to produce it to
petitioners or even to disclose it in camera to a
court. The Government has never rebutted the factual presentation of the loss-causation analysis that
conclusively undercuts the harsh sentences imposed
on petitioners. Because both issues are cleanly presented and frequently recurring legal questions on
which comprehensive circuit conflicts exist, and a
judgment from this Court reversing the Second Circuit would provide immediate and substantial relief
to petitioners, the petition should be granted.
OPINIONS BELOW
The opinion of the court of appeals (Pet. App. la33a) is reported at 583 F.3d 108. The opinions and
orders of the district court (Pet. App. 34a-48a, 49a52a) are not reported (but are available at 2008
WL 2544654 and 2008 WL 144824, respectively). A
prior opinion of the court of appeals following appeal
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of petitioners’ convictions (Pet. App. 65a-124a) is
reported at 490 F.3d 208.
JURISDICTION
The court of appeals entered judgment on October
5, 2009, and denied a petition for rehearing on
December 29, 2009 (Pet. App. 125a-126a). On March
19, 2010, Justice Ginsburg extended the time within
which to file a petition for a writ of certiorari to and
including May 28, 2010. See id. at 158a. This Court’s
jurisdiction is invoked under 28 U.S.C. § 1254(1).
REGULATORY PROVISIONS INVOLVED
The relevant provision of the United States
Sentencing Guidelines Manual (2001) ("USSG"),
§ 2B1.1, is reproduced at Pet. App. 127a-157a.
STATEMENT
A. Factual Background
In 1952, at the age of 27, John Rigas paid $300 for
a cable television franchise in Coudersport, Pennsylvania. For the next 50 years, John devoted his professional life to the company that would become
Adelphia, which grew to be one of the nation’s largest
cable companies, serving millions of subscribers.
Each of John’s three sons, including Timothy, joined
Adelphia as it grew and eventually became a public
company (still headquartered in Coudersport) in 1986.
Neither John nor Timothy was an accountant or
lawyer. As Adelphia’s senior officers, they relied on
top professionals, including attorneys from prominent Pittsburgh law firm Buchanan Ingersoll
("Buchanan") and accountants from Deloitte & Touche
LLP ("Deloitte"). In particular, Adelphia leaned
heavily on Buchanan’s Carl Rothenberger, who served
as Adelphia’s outside corporate and securities counsel.
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Under petitioners’ management, prior to coborrowing, Adelphia became a highly leveraged but
successful company, taking on billions of dollars
in debt as it acquired cable systems and introduced
new technology and advanced services. Among other
things, the company entered co-borrowing arrangements with private cable companies owned by the
Rigas family ("Rigas Managed Entities"). The coborrowing arrangements, under which Adelphia and
the Rigas Managed Entities were jointly and severally liable, were intended to lower borrowing costs and
prevent competition for financing among the parties.
Rothenberger and other Buchanan lawyers led the
drafting and Board presentation of the co-borrowing
arrangements, Deloitte advised Adelphia how to account for the co-borrowing, and both Buchanan and
Deloitte worked collaboratively with Adelphia to
formulate public disclosures about the co-borrowing
arrangements. See Pet. App. 69a-70a.
On March 27, 2002, Adelphia made three disclosures concerning the company’s financials. First,
Adelphia issued a press release announcing that
its subsidiary, Adelphia Business Solutions, Inc.
("ABS"), was filing for bankruptcy protection.1 Second,
Adelphia issued a separate press release - approved
by Adelphia’s outside accountants, outside counsel,
and audit committee - disclosing approximately $2.2
billion in Rigas Managed Entities co-borrowed debt,
which Adelphia believed would be repaid in the
ordinary course.2 See id. at 67a & n.2. Although
1 See CA App. A2291 (Adelphia Business Solutions, Inc.
Commences Voluntary Case Under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code (Mar. 27, 2002)).
2 See id. at A2467 (Adelphia Communications Announces
Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2001 Results (Mar. 27, 2002)).

Adelphia had previously disclosed sufficient information for market participants to determine the amount
of co-borrowed debt,3 Deloitte determined that Adelphia should expressly disclose the amount in light of
new, post-Enron guidance from the SEC concerning
disclosure of off-balance-sheet debt.4 Third, the company disclosed in an analyst conference call that
Adelphia had made no progress on the sale of certain
"non-strategic" cable systems made up of more than
700,000 subscribers that it previously had announced
it would sell.
On the day of the March 27 announcements, the
price of Adelphia’s stock dropped from $20.39 to
$16.70 per share, with more than two hundred million Class A shares of common stock outstanding.
Although that was a notable price drop in a single
day, most of the cable industry struggled financially
in the spring of 2002. Cablevision’s stock, for example, plunged 83% from March 26 to July 25, 2002,
with no suggestion of fraud.5
After the March 27 disclosures, the Government
began investigating Adelphia. That investigation
occurred in the wake of massive corporate accounting scandals involving Enron and WorldCom, which
brought significant attention to the work of outside
audit firms for large corporations. Deloitte sought
3 See id. at A2509-10 (Expert Report of Bruce S. Foerster,
Sched. G (Jan. 23, 2007)), A2520-21 (Affidavit of David A. Gulley in Support of Defendants’ Sentencing Position ¶ 20 (Feb. 14,
2008) ("Gulley Aft.")).
4 See SEC, Commission Statement about Management’s Diseussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of
Operations, Release Nos. 33-8056 & 34-45321, FR-61 (Jan. 22,
2002), available at http://www.sec.gov/rules/other/33-8056.htm.
5 See CA App. A2523, A2548 (Gulley Aff. ¶ 12 & Exh. E).
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unsuccessfully to obtain guidance from the SEC on
the correct manner of accounting for the co-borrowed
debt and then subsequently refused to sign Adelphia’s 2001 Form 10-K. Deloitte’s failure to support
Adelphia’s 10-K filing constituted an event of default
under Adelphia’s bank loans, and, on June 25, 2002,
Adelphia filed for bankruptcy. See Pet. App. 67a.
One month later, the Government arrested petitioners and charged them with bank fraud, securities
fraud, wire fraud, and conspiracy. See id. at 67a-68a,
71a.
The Government’s investigation of Adelphia was
expansive. On January 27, 2004, the Government
sent petitioners a list of more than 150 people
who provided statements to the Government6 and
produced 70 witness statements to the Rigases.
The Government’s disclosures included individuals
of minor significance, many of whom were not even
mentioned at petitioners’ trial. The Government also
produced transcripts of sworn testimony from the
SEC investigation of several Deloitte auditors, SEC
notes from an interview with an analyst who covered
Adelphia, and two SEC correspondence files concerning Adelphia’s SEC filings in 1994 and 1995.
Before petitioners’ criminal trial, the principal
attorney with whom Adelphia had dealt on securities
matters for nearly two decades - Buchanan’s Rothenberger - repeatedly refused to speak with the Rigases’ counsel.7 Rothenberger told the Rigases’ counsel
6 See id. at A1331-47 (Letter from Margaret Lee, Paralegal
Specialist, United States Attorney’s Office, to Defense Counsel
(Jan. 27, 2004) (enclosing "3500 Materials")).
7 See Pet. App. 174a (Memorandum of Law in Support of
John Rigas and Timothy Rigas’ Motion To Compel Production of
Notes Taken During Government Interviews at 4 (Dec. 4, 2007)

that he also would not talk to Government investigators or lawyers,s Rothenberger further represented
that, if he were subpoenaed to testify at trial, he
would invoke his Fifth Amendment right not to
testify.9
Notwithstanding those representations, on February 20 and 21, 2004 - two days before petitioners’
trial commenced - prosecutor Christopher Clark and
U.S. Postal Inspector Thomas Feeney interviewed
Rothenberger at the U.S. Attorney’s Office. Feeney
took notes during the interview. In civil deposition
testimony given after the trial, Rothenberger recalled
various questions in the interview concerning Rigas
stock purchases, SEC filings, and other public disclosures made on behalf of the Rigas family10 - matters
that featured prominently in petitioners’ trial and
sentencing. In a letter sent to the Rigases on February 24, 2004, however, the Government stated only
that Rothenberger "may be able to provide information that is favorable to the defense concerning the
timber rights transaction discussed in the Government’s Bill of Particulars.’’11 The so-called "timber
rights transaction" was a very minor aspect of the
("Motion To Compel")); id. at 206a n.5 (Defendants John and
Timothy Rigas’ Reply Brief in Support of Their Motion To
Compel Production of Notes Taken During Government Interviews at 4 n.5 (Jan. 8, 2008) ("Reply on Motion To Compel"));
id. at 165a (Affidavit of Peter Fleming Jr., Exh. A at 6 (July 3,
2007) ("Fleming Aff.")).
s See id. at 174a (Motion To Compel at 4).
9 See ido; see also id. at 165a (Fleming Aff., Exh. A at 6)
lo See id. at I74a-175a (Motion To Compel at 4 (discussing
testimony)).
11 CA App. A1352 (Letter from David N. Kelley, U.S. Attorney, to All Counsel (Feb. 24, 2004)).
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criminal case; Rothenberger did not even mention it
in his later depositions. The Government’s February
24 letter did not disclose that Rothenberger spoke to
the Government, nor did it advise defense counsel
what exculpatory information Rothenberger had disclosed. To this day, Feeney’s interview notes have
never been produced to the Rigases or reviewed in
camera by a court.
Petitioners’ trial commenced on February 23, 2004.
Rothenberger did not testify. On July 8, 2004, the
jury convicted John and Timothy Rigas of securities
fraud, bank fraud, and conspiracy to commit those
offenses. The jury acquitted petitioners of wire fraud
and conspiracy to commit wire fraud. Judge Sand
sentenced John Rigas to 15 years’ imprisonment and
sentenced Timothy Rigas to 20 years’ imprisonment.
See Pet. App. 3a-4a, 82a. On appeal, the Second Circuit reversed petitioners’ convictions on one count of
bank fraud and remanded for entry of acquittal on
that count and for re-sentencing. See id. at 111a118a, 124a. Meanwhile, the Government rushed to
indict petitioners in Pennsylvania for conspiracy.
See United States v. Rigas, No. 08-3218, 2010 WL
1880366, at "1 (3d Cir. May 12, 2010) ("We conclude
that ... the successive prosecution of the Rigases
in this case may constitute a double jeopardy violation.").
B. Proceedings Below
1. After the Second Circuit’s remand, petitioners
first learned of Feeney’s interview notes. In posttrial civil depositions, Rothenberger testified that,
contrary to what he told petitioners’ counsel before
trial, he answered the Government’s questions in a
pre-trial interview with prosecutor Clark and Postal
Inspector Feeney. In the civil deposition, Rothen-
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berger offered exculpatory evidence on the very
issues about which the Government had questioned
him in February 2004, and he consistently indicated
that he did not believe that any type of fraud had
occurred at Adelphia.12 Specifically, Rothenberger
testified that he did not believe that the amount of
Rigas Managed Entities co-borrowed debt needed to
be disclosed in SEC filings more specifically than it
had been.13 He also testified that the key discussion
with Adelphia concerning disclosure of co-borrowed
debt involved someone other than petitioners.14
Rothenberger also testified that the SEC interviewed him in December 2004 - after petitioners’
trial but before their original sentencing - as part of
the SEC’s parallel investigation of Adelphia. Rothenberger generally recalled discussing with the SEC
transactions in which his firm represented Adelphia,
as well as transactions in which his firm represented
the Rigases, although he could not recall specific
questions the SEC asked.1~ Although a court reporter transcribed the SEC interview, the Government
never disclosed to petitioners the transcript or the
subject matter of the interview.
Rothenberger’s testimony about the public disclosures concerning Adelphia’s co-borrowed debt would
have been critical to petitioners’ liability and punishment. As the legal professional responsible for Adel12 See Pet. App. 182a-192a (Motion To Compel at 10-18
(detailing testimony)).
13 See id. at 183a-188a (Motion To Compel at 11-15).
14 See CA App. A1314-16, A1677 (Deposition Transcript of
Carl Rother~berger at 1757-59, 1762).
~ See Pet. App. 175a-176a (Motion To Compel at 5 (discussing
testimony)).
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phia’s public disclosures, Rothenberger’s testimony
that he believed no fraud had occurred and that petitioners were uninvolved in decisions about disclosing
the co-borrowed debt likely would have persuaded
the jury that petitioners did not have the requisite
mens rea to be guilty of securities fraud. Likewise,
that testimony would have strongly undermined
the Government’s claim that petitioners caused the
market losses after March 27, which were the single
largest factor in the district court’s 26-level sentencing enhancement. See Pet. App. 44a-45a.
On September 12, 2007, petitioners’ counsel met
with prosecutors to discuss exculpatory evidence
that had come to light in post-trial civil depositions,
including Rothenberger’s.16 The Government said
the information from Rothenberger was not new, disclosing that the Government had interviewed Rothenberger and other representatives from Buchanan in
connection with petitioners’ case and that Feeney
took notes during Rothenberger’s interview.17
The Government’s position regarding the Rothenberger interview notes changed repeatedly. At the
September 12 meeting, Mr. Clark claimed that the
Government had produced the interview notes to
petitioners’ counsel. Shortly thereafter, Assistant U.S.
Attorney Bill Johnson represented that the notes
either did not exist or had been produced. Finally, on
16 Petitioners moved for a new trial on the ground that the
Government’s principal witness repeatedly contradicted his trial
testimony in post-trial civil depositions. The district court denied
the motion, and the court of appeals affirmed. See Pet. App.
29a-30a.
17 See Letter from Lawrence G. McMichael, Defendants’
Counsel, to William A. Johnson, Chief, Securities & Commodities Fraud Task Force, U.S. Dep’t of Justice (Sept. 13, 2007).
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September 21, 2007, Mr. Johnson admitted that the
notes existed, had not been produced, and would not
be.iS

On October 15, 2007, petitioners specifically asked
the Government to disclose whether the Department
of Justice or the SEC possessed materials reflecting
other interviews with (1) Rothenberger, (2) any other
Buchanan attorneys, (3) James Brown, the Government’s principal witness, (4) representatives of certain third parties implicated in petitioners’ trial, or
(5) any lenders or investment bankers involved in
Adelphia’s transactions.19 The Government refused
to confirm or deny the existence of any such information.
Petitioners moved to compel the Rothenberger interview notes and any other undisclosed exculpatory
evidence. The Government opposed, claiming that it
need not disclose potentially exculpatory materials
"when the defendant is aware of the identity of the
witness" providing the material or when the materials
are in the sole possession of an agency conducting its
own, parallel investigation.20
In January 2008, the district court upheld both of
the Government’s arguments. First, the court held
18 See Pet. App. 219a-220a (Letter from Lawrence G. McMichael, Defendants’ Counsel, to Hon. Preet Bharara, U.S.
Attorney 2-3 (Sept. 1, 2009)).
19 See CA App. A1354-55 (Letter from Lawrence G. McMichael, Defendants’ Counsel, to William F. Johnson, Chief,
Securities & Commodities Fraud Task Force, U.S. Dep’t of
Justice 1-2 (Oct. 15, 2007)).
20 See id. at A1421-23, A1427-29 (Government’s Memorandum
of Law in Opposition to the Defendants’ Motion To Compel Production of Notes Taken During Government Interviews at 1-3,
7-9 (Dec. 26, 2007) ("Opp. to Motion To Compel")).
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that "Brady does not require the government to turn
over exculpatory evidence if the defendant knew or
should have known the essential facts permitting
him to take advantage of any exculpatory evidence,"
finding that petitioners were "[]aware of these witnesses’ identities" and "knew of Rothenberger’s existence, his role at Adelphia, and the facts on which
he could testi[f]y." Pet. App. 50a, 51a-52a (internal
quotation marks omitted).21 Second, the court held
that "there was no joint investigation with the SEC,
and the United States Attorney’s Office cannot be
obligated to produce documents in the custody of the
SEC." Id. at 52a.
2. In February 2008, petitioners submitted their
re-sentencing memorandum in the district court.22
Petitioners proffered the expert opinion of economist
Dr. David Gulley, who testified that multiple factors
likely caused Adelphia’s downfall, that only a de
minimis amount of the company’s losses may have
been attributable to the securities fraud offenses
for which the Rigases were convicted, and that "no
loss to securities holders, caused specifically by the
securities fraud crime for which the Defendants were
convicted, has been reliably estimated in this case
to date.’’~3 The Government presented no expert
testimony of its own; nor did it impeach or discredit
Dr. Gulley. Instead, the Government estimated the
total loss suffered by Adelphia shareholders at above
$100 million, and then relied on hand-picked analyst
21 The court cited no evidence that petitioners "knew ... the
facts on which [R0thenberger] could testi[f]y." Pet. App. 51a.
22 See CA App. A1556-70 (Resentencing Memorandum of
John Rigas and Timothy Rigas at 60-74 (Feb. 18, 2008)).
23 See id. at A2514-15, A2524-25 (Gulley Aff. ¶¶ 7, 33).
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reports to attribute at least $100 million of that loss
to petitioners.24
The district court accepted the Government’s position. Despite the "other loss factors" identified by
petitioners, the court held that "the numbers here
are of such scope, the immediate press reaction to the
disclosure of over two billion dollars in undisclosed
debt so compelling that the claim that there was not
a reasonable calculation of a loss of at least $100 million borders on the frivolous and is not made any less
meritless because it is the subject of ’expert’ analysis." Pet. App. 44a-45a. The court applied the 26level enhancement for causing such losses, sentencing John Rigas to a 12-year sentence, and Timothy
Rigas to a 17-year sentence. See id. at 47a.
3. On appeal, the Second Circuit affirmed the
denial of petitioners’ Motion To Compel and the
revised sentences imposed by the district court.
The court could "detect no error" in the district
court’s denial of the Motion To Compel. Pet. App.
32a. First, the court affirmed that "’[n]o Brady violation occurs if the defendant knew or should have
known the essential facts permitting him to take
advantage of any exculpatory evidence.’" Id. at 31a
(quoting United States v. Gaggi, 811 F.2d 47, 59
(2d Cir. 1987)). The court held that "Brady did not
compel disclosure of the government’s interview
notes with Rothenberger" because "defendants knew
of Rothenberger’s role at Adelphia and the facts

24 See CA App. A2704-25 (Government’s Re-Sentencing Memorandum at 11-32 (Mar. 18, 2008)).
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about which he could testify." Id.25 Second, the court
affirmed that "the United States Attorney’s Office
was not in possession of notes from SEC interviews
with Rothenberger or other witnesses, and did not
have an obligation to disclose what they did not possess." Id. at 32a.
The Second Circuit also affirmed the district
court’s 26-level enhancement for loss causation. See
id. at 18a-20a. Like the district court, the court of
appeals ignored petitioners’ expert evidence that
multiple factors contributed to Adelphia’s downfall.
Relying on a sentencing court’s freedom to "only make
a reasonable estimate of the loss," USSG § 2B1.1
cmt. n.2(C) (2001), the court held that, "regardless
of the precise amount of the loss attributable to
the Rigases’ fraud, that figure easily exceeds $100
million." Pet. App. 19a. The court also justified
the enhancement based on statements in its prior
appellate decision regarding petitioners’ purported
"looting" of more than $200 million from Adelphia.
Id. at 80a; see id. at 19a.

25 Like the district court, the court of appeals cited no evidence supporting petitioners’ purported knowledge of "the facts
about which [Rothenberger] could testify." Pet. App. 31a.
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REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION
I. THE SECOND CIRCUIT’S ANALYSIS OF
BRADY SUPPRESSION WAS ERRONEOUS AND IN CONFLICT WITH OTHER
CIRCUITS
A. Federal And State Courts Disagree About
What Constitutes "Suppression" Under
Brady
The Second Circuit’s decision in this case implicates a three-way split among the federal courts of
appeals and state supreme courts concerning when
a defendant’s knowledge permits the Government to
suppress exculpatory evidence, particularly witness
statements. The judgment below likewise deepens
an existing conflict regarding the Government’s obligation to disclose evidence held by another federal
agency.
1. Scope of defendants’knowledge
a. In the Second Circuit, "’[n]o Brady violation
occurs if the defendant knew or should have known
the essential facts permitting him to take advantage
of any exculpatory evidence.’" Pet. App. 31a (quoting
United States v. Gaggi, 811 F.2d 47, 59 (2d Cir.
1987)) (emphasis added). The First, Fifth, and Sixth
Circuits apply that same, far-reaching standard.
See, e.g., United States v. Skilling, 554 F.3d 529, 575
(5th Cir.), cert. granted, 130 S. Ct. 393 (2009); Owens
v. Guida, 549 F.3d 399, 415 (6th Cir. 2008), cert.
denied, 130 S. Ct. 281 (2009); Ellsworth v. Warden,
333 F.3d 1, 6 (1st Cir. 2003) (en banc).
b. The Third, Fourth, Seventh, Eighth, and
Eleventh Circuits do not reconstruct what a defendant "should have known," but look instead to what
he could have ascertained through the exercise of
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"reasonable diligence." See, e.g., Ferguson v. Secretary for Dep’t of Corr., 580 F.3d 1183, 1205 (11th Cir.
2009), petition for cert. pending, No. 09-1186 (filed
Mar. 31, 2010); United States v. Ladoucer, 573 F.3d
628, 636 (8th Cir. 2009), cert. denied, 130 S. Ct. 1544
(2010); Carvajal v. Dominguez, 542 F.3d 561, 567
(7th Cir. 2008); United States v. Pelullo, 399 F.3d
197, 213 (3d Cir. 2005); Fullwood v. Lee, 290 F.3d
663, 686 (4th Cir. 2002). Numerous state supreme
courts also apply the "reasonable diligence" standard.26
Although the "should have known" and "reasonable
diligence" standards may operate similarly in some
cases, their difference is pronounced in cases, like
this one, where the exculpatory evidence is "contained in a witness’s head," rather than a document.
Compare Boss v. Pierce, 263 F.3d 734, 740-41 (7th
Cir. 2001) (finding suppression of defense witness
statements, despite defense counsel’s access to witness, because "it is simply not true that a reasonably
diligent defense counsel will always be able to extract
all the favorable evidence a defense witness possesses,"
particularly when the witness is "uncooperative or
reluctant"), with United States v. Schledwitz, Nos.
95-5309 et al., 1995 WL 712755, at *5 (6th Cir.
Dec. 4, 1995) (applying "should have known" standard and concluding that, because witness "was well
known to be friendly and available as a witness" and
had been interviewed by defense counsel before trial,
"defendant should have been aware of [witness’s]
opinions").

26 See, e.g., Jones v. State, 709 So. 2d 512, 519 (Fla. 1998);
Waldrip v. Head, 620 S.E.2d 829, 832 (Ga. 2005); Ware v. State,
702 A.2d 699, 708 (Md. 1997); State v. Goulet, 593 N.W.2d 345,
349 (N.D. 1999).
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c. The third standard for Brady suppression and the one most consistent with this Court’s precedents - is applied by the Ninth Circuit, where only a
defendant’s actual knowledge or awareness of the
exculpatory evidence justifies the Government’s suppression of it. See Raley v. Ylst, 470 F.3d 792, 804
(9th Cir. 2006); see also Tennison v. City & County
of San Francisco, 570 F.3d 1078, 1091 (9th Cir.
2008) (finding Brady suppression "[e]ven if [appellee]
had heard that [witness] had information about the
murder," because that "knowledge is not the same
as [witness]’s extensive statements to the police").
At least one state supreme court applies a similar
"awareness" standard. See State v. Steele, 510
N.W.2d 661, 665 (S.D. 1994) ("’[W]here [the defendant] was not aware of the evidence, if the evidence
is both favorable and material, and he has made a
request for the evidence, there has been a due
process violation.’") (quoting Ashker v. Solem, 457
N.W.2d 473, 477 (S.D. 1990)) (alteration in original).
The Tenth Circuit sometimes applies a knowledge
standard for Brady suppression. See Scott v. Mullin,
303 F.3d 1222, 1229-30 (10th Cir. 2002). At other
times, the Tenth Circuit seems to apply a different,
somewhat ambiguous standard. See Banks v. Reynolds,
54 F.3d 1508, 1517 (10th Cir. 1995) ("the fact that
defense counsel ’knew or should have known’ about
the [exculpatory] information ... is irrelevant to
whether the prosecution had an obligation to disclose
the information," but "will bear on whether there has
been a Brady violation")
The disagreement among federal and state courts
regarding the legal standard for evaluating Brady
suppression has significant consequences in cases
involving witness statements. Countless federal and
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state courts evaluating facts very similar to those
here disagree with the Second Circuit regarding
whether a defendant’s knowledge of the identity and
role of a potential witness excuses the Government’s
failure to produce notes from an interview with the
witness.27 Given the disagreement regarding the
proper legal standard and how it applies in similar
circumstances, this Court should review the three27 See, e.g., Tennison, 570 F.3d at 1091 (finding suppression
of witness statement "[e]ven if [appellee] had heard that [witness interviewed by police] had information about the murder,"
because that "knowledge is not the same as [witness]’s extensive statements to the police," and the witness "was unwilling to
become involved" in the case when "informally asked" by appellee); Bennv. Lambert, 283 F.3d 1040, 1062 (9th Cir. 2002) (finding suppression of expert’s exculpatory opinion, even though
defendant "knew of the experts’ existence," because defendant
"had been supplied with evidence by the state that the experts’
view supported the state’s theory" and was "not required to
assume that the state has concealed material information");
Boss, 263 F.3d at 740 ("defense counsel [did not have] access
to Brady material contained in a witness’s head," even though
the witness was a defense witness); Paradis v. Arave, 130 F.3d
385, 392 (9th Cir. 1997) (finding suppression of interview notes
regarding expert’s exculpatory opinion, even though defendant
knew of and had ability to interview expert and obtain undisclosed material); Wilson v. State, 874 So. 2d 1131, 1133-34,
1143 (Ala. Crim. App. 2002) (finding suppression of detective’s
"case notes" containing "witness statements," even though police
report separately identified witnesses, "because [defendant] did
not know the substance of their testimony" and therefore "had
no reason to expend the time or resources to locate them"), rev’d
on other grounds, 874 So. 2d 1145, 1150 (Ala. 2003) (affirming
suppression, but finding lack of prejudice); Chauncey v. State,
127 P.3d 18, 20, 25 (Wyo. 2006) (finding suppression of interview notes, even though witness "knew" and was "living with
the appellant," because "no authority ... suggest[s] that the
content of a witness’ interview with law enforcement officers
is equally available to a defendant when the defendant is
acquainted with that witness").
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way split among federal and state courts over the
scope of a defendant’s knowledge that may excuse
the Government’s suppression of evidence.
2. Evidence possessed by another agency
The Second Circuit’s judgment that the Government need not disclose exculpatory evidence in the
sole possession of another agency also conflicts with
other circuits’ judgments. Unlike the Second Circuit
below, most circuits reject a possession standard altogether, holding that "It]here is no question that the
government’s duty to disclose under Brady reaches
beyond evidence in the prosecutor’s actual possession." United States v. Risha, 445 F.3d 298, 303 (3d
Cir. 2006); accord United States v. Price, 566 F.3d
900, 910 (9th Cir. 2009); Breedlove v. Moore, 279 F.3d
952, 961 (11th Cir. 2002). The circuits nevertheless
disagree about the circumstances under which a
prosecutor must disclose exculpatory evidence in the
sole possession of another agency.
In the Seventh, Ninth, and D.C. Circuits, "if a government agency is charged with the administration
of a statute and has consulted with the prosecution
in the case, the agency will be considered part of the
prosecution, and its knowledge of Brady material will
be imputed to the prosecution." United States v.
Bhutani, 175 F.3d 572, 577 (7th Cir. 1999); accord
United States v. Wood, 57 F.3d 733, 737 (9th Cir.
1995); United States v. Brooks, 966 F.2d 1500, 1503
(D.C. Cir. 1992). Applying that test recently, the
Ninth Circuit held that, where the SEC had investigated civil securities fraud related to the criminal
securities fraud, the prosecution "is charged with
knowledge of the parallel SEC investigation." United
States v. Reyes, 577 F.3d 1069, 1078 (9th Cir. 2009).
Tellingly, in arguing against disclosure of SEC mate-
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rials in this case, that is exactly how the Government
characterized the SEC’s investigation of Adelphia.2s
In contrast, the Second, Third, and Eleventh Circuits typically focus on whether the agency or official
in possession of the evidence was part of the "prosecution team." See, e.g., Pelullo, 399 F.3d at 216, 218;
United States v. Gil, 297 F.3d 93, 106 (2d Cir. 2002);
Moon v. Head, 285 F.3d 1301, 1309 (11th Cir. 2002)
(defining the "prosecution team" as "the prosecutor
or anyone over whom he has authority") (internal
quotation marks omitted). As both courts and
commentators have noted, the "prosecution team"
test not only is different from that applied in other
circuits, but also is applied inconsistently, as exemplified by the Second Circuit’s decision below. See
also United States v. Zagari, 111 F.3d 307, 320 n.13
(2d Cir. 1997) ("The extent to which knowledge may
be imputed from one federal investigative agency
to another for Brady purposes is as yet unclear.");
Audrey Strauss, "Brady" Obligation Extends Beyond
Prosecutor’s Office, 242 N.Y.L.J. 5, 7 (Nov. 5, 2009)
(contrasting Second Circuit’s "prosecution team" test
with Judge Sand’s "very brief[]" analysis of the issue
in this case and Second Circuit’s affirmance "essentially without discussion").29

2s See Gov’t CA Br. at 134 (Nov. 19, 2008) ("the SEC conducted a parallel civil enforcement investigation with respect to
Adelphia") (emphasis added).
29 Judge Sand has elsewhere admitted that, under the
Second Circuit’s test, the "exact point" at which a prosecutor is
required "to seek out any exculpatory or impeachment evidence"
in the possession of another agency is "uncertain." Chandras v.
McGinnis, No. 01 Civ. 2519 (LBS), 2002 WL 31946711, at *7
(S.D.N.Y. Nov. 13, 2002).
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B. The Judgment Below Was Erroneous
The Second Circuit held that, regardless of whether the Rothenberger interview notes were exculpatory, they were not suppressed under Brady because
"defendants knew of Rothenberger’s role at Adelphia
and the facts about which he could testify." Pet. App.
31a; see id. at 51a. That holding is inconsistent with
this Court’s precedents and rests on a plainly erroneous factual basis. The Second Circuit also erroneously held that the Government may suppress potentially exculpatory evidence in the sole possession of an
agency conducting a parallel investigation.
1. The judgment below is inconsistent with this
Court’s precedents, which "suggest[] a focus on
actual knowledge as the key consideration in determining whether evidence is available to the defense
for Brady purposes." Boss, 263 F.3d at 743; see Kyles
v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 437 (1995) (holding that
Brady applies to information known to the prosecution but "unknown to the defense"); United States v.
Agurs, 427 U.S. 97, 103 (1976) (same). Indeed, in
Brady itself, when Brady admitted participating in
the crime with Boblit, but claimed "that Boblit did
the actual killing," this Court held that suppression
of Boblit’s confession violated the Due Process Clause.
Brady, 373 U.S. at 84. Under the Second Circuit’s
"should have known" standard, no suppression could
have occurred in Brady because Brady knew the
identity of Boblit and his role in the underlying
events and therefore "should have known" the exculpatory evidence he could provide.
Moreover, in the analogous context of evaluating
whether habeas corpus petitioners have "cause" for
failing to raise Brady claims in earlier proceedings,
this Court has rejected arguments that a defendant
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should have known about exculpatory interview notes
because the defendant knew the identity of witnesses
interviewed by police. See Strickler v. Greene, 527
U.S. 263, 285 (1999) (holding that defense counsel’s
knowledge of multiple police interviews did not
mean that counsel "would have known that records
pertaining to those interviews ... existed and had
been suppressed"); id. at 285 n.27 (excusing defense’s
failure to discover notes from witness "because she
refused to speak with defense counsel before trial").
A "should have known" standard improperly limits
the Government’s Brady obligations. Such a standard permits the Government to ignore specific
Brady requests when it believes - and a reviewing
court later agrees - that the defendant "should have
known" about the evidence on his own. But, "’in the
often competitive enterprise of ferreting out crime,’"
prosecutors "simply cannot be asked to maintain the
requisite neutrality with regard to their own investigations." Coolidge v. New Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443,
449-50 (1971) (quoting Johnson v. United States,
333 U.S. 10, 13-14 (1948)). What is obvious to the
Government may be tenuous to a defendant, and reviewing courts are left to make post hoc evaluations
of how a defendant should have put various pieces
together - an inquiry plagued with hindsight bias
and indeterminacy.
In addition, a "should have known" standard gives
the Government an incentive to play "hide and seek"
with exculpatory evidence. See Banks v. Dretke, 540
U.S. 668, 696 (2004) ("A rule thus declaring ’prosecutor may hide, defendant must seek,’ is not tenable in
a System constitutionally bound to accord defendants
due process."). If the Government withholds exculpatory evidence because it believes that the defense
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should find it elsewhere, then the Government will
be exempt from its Brady obligations, even if the
defendant fails to find the evidence. On the other
hand, if the Government’s belief that a defendant
should find exculpatory evidence on his own is incorrect - that is, the evidence cannot reasonably be
found elsewhere - then the Government is able to
violate Brady with impunity, because no one will
discover the suppressed evidence.
2. The judgment below also rests on a plainly
erroneous factual basis. Although petitioners knew
Rothenberger’s identity and "role" as outside counsel
to Adelphia, the lower courts erred in finding that
petitioners "knew ... the facts about which he could
testify." Pet. App. 31a. Neither court cited any
record evidence supporting that claim; nor did the
Government. In fact, the Government did not even
argue that petitioners knew the facts about which
Rothenberger could testify. Rather, the Government
asserted in the district court that it satisfied its
Brady obligations because it disclosed the so-called
"timber rights transaction" and because petitioners
"were well aware of the significance of Carl Rothenberger and took no action to procure his testimony.’’~0
Likewise, the Government asserted in the Second
Circuit that "[Brady] suppression could not have
happened" because of "[petitioners’] firsthand knowledge of [Rothenberger’s] role" in the "underlying
events.~’31
Moreover, Rothenberger thwarted petitioners’ efforts
to learn the facts about which he could testify.
30 CA App. A1425 (Opp. to Motion To Compel at 5); see id. at
A1423 (Opp to Motion To Compel at 3).
31 Gov’t CA Br. at 122.
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When petitioners’ attorneys attempted to speak with
Rothenberger, his counsel told them he would not
speak with petitioners’ counsel or the Government,
and that, if subpoenaed, he would invoke his Fifth
Amendment right not to testify.32 Indeed, even when
the Government disclosed that Rothenberger had
favorable information about the timber rights transaction, it failed to disclose - and petitioners could not
have known - that Rothenberger spoke with the
Government just two days before trial.33 Thus, both
lower courts committed plain error in finding that
petitioners knew the facts about which Rothenberger
could and would testify.~4
32 See supra notes 7-9.
33

Despite producing more than 70 witness statements and

SEC materials, the Government failed to disclose its interview
with Rothenberger, failed to produce the interview notes,
disclosed only that he might possess information about an immaterial "timber rights transaction" without revealing whether
that evidence stemmed from documentary or testimonial evidence,
and failed to disclose potentially exculpatory evidence possessed
by the SEC. Thus, even if petitioners could have had some
knowledge of the topics about which Rothenberger might testify,
the Government’s misleading disclosures effectively nullified any
such knowledge. See, e.g., United States v. Payne, 63 F.3d 1200,
1209 (2d Cir. 1995) ("[a] defendant receiving such documents
from the government could reasonably assume that the court
files did not include other undisclosed exculpatory and impeachment documents pertaining to [witness]"); Pelullo, 399 F.3d at
213; Lambert, 283 F.3d at 1062; United States v. Shaffer, 789
F.2d 682, 690 (9th Cir. 1986); Hughes v. Hopper, 629 F.2d 1036,
1039 (5th Cir. 1980).
34 After trial, petitioners learned that the Government failed
to disclose interview notes from other witnesses with potentially
exculpatory information. Petitioners indisputably did not know
the essential facts of those witnesses’ testimony. Although this
did not feature prominently in petitioners’ Second Circuit briefs,
the Government devoted two pages of its brief to discuss "notes
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3. Finally, the judgment below erroneously held
that no Brady suppression occurred because prosecutors were "not in possession of notes from SEC interviews with Rothenberger or other witnesses, and did
not have an obligation to disclose what they did not
possess." Pet. App. 32a.
This Court has rejected a "possession" standard
and instead imposed on prosecutors "a duty to learn
of any favorable evidence known to the others acting
on the government’s behalf in the case, including the
police." Kyles, 514 U.S. at 437; see Agurs, 427 U.S.
at 103 (requiring disclosure of exculpatory evidence
that "the prosecution knew, or should have known,"
existed). Moreover, in Pennsylvania v. Ritchie, 480
U.S. 39, 57 (1987), this Court "appears to have
assumed extension of the [Brady] rule to unsearched
files" of a state protective service agency. Brooks,
966 F.2d at 1502; accord Zagari, 111 F.3d at 320
n.13. Thus, the Second Circuit’s decision in this case
cannot be reconciled with this Court’s Brady precedents.
C. This Case Is An Ideal Vehicle For Addressing These Important And Recurring Questions
The Second Circuit’s judgment clearly rested on
legal standards that are in conflict. The court’s
conclusion that the Government did not suppress
evidence for Brady purposes is the only basis for
the judgment below denying petitioners’ motion to
compel. Neither the district court nor the Second
Circuit evaluated whether the evidence sought was
of any Government interviews of other witnesses." Gov’t CA
Br. at 130-31. Should the Court grant the petition, it should
consider this issue in addition to the Rothenberger notes.
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exculpatory or material. Indeed, no one but the
Government has ever even seen the notes. Only the
suppression questions that have divided federal and
state courts therefore are at issue here.
Those questions are important in this case. The
available evidence suggests that the witness statements suppressed by the Government contain exculpatory information critical to petitioners’ liability
and sentencing. For example, Rothenberger testified
in post-trial civil depositions that Buchanan lawyers
reviewed and approved the public disclosures regarding Adelphia’s co-borrowed debt, that petitioners
were not involved in that process, and that, in any
event, the disclosures were not fraudulent.3~ That
testimony not only significantly undermines petitioners’ convictions, but also undercuts the district court’s
26-level enhancement for loss causation, which was
based on petitioners’ presumed involvement in fraudulent disclosures concerning co-borrowed debt.
Moreover, the Brady issues here recur in countless
cases across the country. Numerous federal and state
courts have encountered the question of Government
suppression of witness statements in closely analogous circumstances.36 Likewise, "[f]ederal prosecutors
often take the position" they did here - namely, "that
the ’government’s’ obligation to disclose potentially
exculpatory information in ’its’ possession extends to
the prosecutors’ own files but not the files of other
agencies such as the [SEC].’’~7 This case presents
the Court with a unique opportunity to resolve both
important questions regarding Brady suppression.
35See supra notes 12-14.
36 See supra note 28.
37 Strauss, 242 N.Y.L.J. at 5 (emphasis added).
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II.

THE SECOND CIRCUIT’S ERRONEOUS
METHOD OF DETERMINING THE SENTENCING GUIDELINES’ ENHANCEMENT
FOR LOSS CAUSATION CONFLICTS WITH
OTHER CIRCUITS’ APPROACHES
A. The Circuits Are Divided In Applying
Dura Pharmaceuticals’ Causation Principles To Criminal Sentencing
In Dura Pharmaceuticals, this Court unanimously
held that courts evaluating civil securities fraud
must "[un]tangle" the many "factors affecting price,"
including "changed economic circumstances, changed
investor expectations, new industry-specific or firmspecific facts, conditions, or other events." 544 U.S.
at 343. Although this Court has not yet applied
Dura’s "loss causation" principles to criminal sentencing enhancements, the Second and Fifth Circuits
have done so. See United States v. Rutkos]~e, 506
F.3d 170, 179 (2d Cir. 2007) (rejecting government’s
contention that "the principles set forth in Dura
Pharmaceuticals, a civil case, should not apply to loss
calculation in a criminal case"); United States v. Olis,
429 F.3d 540, 546 (5th Cir. 2005) (same).
In Olis, for example, the Fifth Circuit looked to the
law of civil loss causation "both because it furnishes
the standard of compensable injury for securities
fraud victims and because it is attuned to stock
market complexities." 429 F.3d at 546. Emphasizing
the need for "careful analysis" that is "grounded in
economic reality," the court rejected "the Government’s use of stock prices the day before and the day
after the revelation of the fraud" because it "did not
account either for the actual price at which most
holders purchased the company’s shares, or for the
influence of outside factors on the change in price."
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Id. at 547. The Fifth Circuit also criticized the district court for "refus[ing] to consider" expert testimony that "explored numerous forces at work on the
[company’s] stock price during the relevant periods."
Id. at 548.
In direct and explicit conflict with Olis and
Rutkoske, the Ninth Circuit recently "decline[d]" to
"follow the Second Circuit in expressly applying Dura
Pharmaceuticals’s civil principle to criminal securities fraud sentencing." United States v. Berger,
587 F.3d 1038, 1042-43 (9th Cir. 2009). In Berger,
the Ninth Circuit endorsed the "broader rule" that
a defendant’s sentence "be based on all harm that
resulted from the acts or omissions of the defendant."
Id. at 1045 (internal quotation marks omitted).
Similarly, in the decision below, the Second Circuit
significantly weakened its holding in Rutkoske which it failed to cite, much less distinguish - by
allowing the Sentencing Guidelines’ "reasonable
estimate of the loss" provision to trump Dura’s losscausation principles. As a result, the court of appeals
"ha[d] no trouble affirming the District Court’s estimate of loss," Pet. App. 20a, which was based on the
"scope" of "the numbers" and the "compelling" and
"immediate press reaction," id. at 44a-45a, rather
than petitioners’ unrebutted expert testimony.
Thus, with respect to loss causation in securities
fraud cases, the Fifth Circuit unequivocally applies
Dura, the Ninth Circuit unequivocally rejects Dura’s
approach, and the Second Circuit has now waffled on
whether Dura applies. This conflict has been noted
by courts and commentators alike. See, e.g., Berger,
supra; Alan R. Friedman & Theodore S. Hertzberg,
Possible Circuit Split in Calculating Loss Under Sentencing Guidelines, 243 N.Y.L.J. 4, 4 (Jan. 15, 2010)
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(noting that Berger "diverged from the Second and
Fifth Circuits").
In the closely analogous context of insider-trading
prosecutions, the Eighth and Tenth Circuits have
also divided on the question whether Dura’s losscausation principles apply to criminal sentencing
enhancements. The disagreement in those circuits
concerns sentencing enhancements based on the gain
achieved by a defendant convicted of insider trading.
Compare United States v. Nacchio, 573 F.3d 1062,
1074 (10th Cir. 2009) (applying Dura’s loss-causation
principles to "arriv[e] at a figure that approximates
the gain specifically resulting from [defendant]’s
offense") (citing Dura), with United States v. Mooney,
425 F.3d 1093, 1100 & n.6 (8th Cir. 2005) (en banc)
(rejecting reliance on Dura); see also Friedman &
Hertzberg, supra (describing conflict). That division
among the Second, Fifth, Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth
Circuits is sufficiently entrenched that this Court
should resolve whether Dura’s loss-causation approach
applies in the criminal sentencing context.
B. The Second Circuit Erroneously Enhanced
Petitioners’ Sentences For Causing More
Than $100 Million In Losses
1. The courts below failed to identify petitioners’
offense conduct and refused to evaluate economic
evidence of loss causation, instead assuming that
petitioners must have caused at least $100 million of
Adelphia’s market losses over a three-month period.
That ruling is inconsistent with Dura.
Neither court below identified petitioners’ offense
conduct that allegedly caused massive shareholder
losses. The indictment charged four separate ways
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that petitioners could be guilty of securities fraud,3s
and the Government presented numerous theories
at trial. The jury’s verdict did not delineate the specific conduct that supported the conviction.39 Thus,
without a finding by the district court regarding the
criminal conduct that the jury specifically attributed
to petitioners, it is impossible to establish a causal
link between petitioners’ conduct and losses to
Adelphia’s shareholders. For example, if petitioners’
fraud convictions involved misrepresenting the number of Adelphia subscribers, the impact of that fraud
on share price likely was negligible.
More importantly, petitioners’ unrebutted expert
testimony established that numerous events contributed to the losses that Adelphia’s shareholders
experienced in the three months after the March 27
disclosures. Those causes include the announcement
of ABS’s bankruptcy,n0 Adelphia’s failure to complete
an anticipated sale of some portions of its cable
system,41 Deloitte’s refusal to sign Adelphia’s Form
10-K (which led to default and acceleration of Adelphia’s debt), and the cable industry’s general market
decline in the spring of 2002.42 In short, the Government developed and the courts below cited no record
evidence explicating the amount of loss actually
caused by petitioners; the only evidence focused on
38 See CA App. Al15-16 (Superseding Indictment ¶ 63 (Aug.
5, 2003)).
39 See Appellants Supp. CA App. 126 (Special Verdict Form
(July 15, 2004)).
4o See supra note 1.
41 See CA App. A2519 (Gulley Aff. ¶ 17).
42 See id. at A2523, A2548 (Gulley Aft. ¶ 26 & Exh. E); supra
pp. 6-7.
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the total losses suffered by Adelphia shareholders
after numerous events occurred over a three-month
period.4~
2. Both courts below relied on commentary to the
Sentencing Guidelines indicating that a sentencing
court "’need only make a reasonable estimate of the
loss.’" Pet. App. 19a (quoting USSG § 2B1.1 cmt.
n.2(C)); see id. at 43a. However, estimating the
amount of the loss is entirely different from presuming that a defendant’s putative criminal conduct
caused the loss. Here, neither court identified any
evidence of causation between petitioners’ conduct
and losses to Adelphia shareholders.
The district court asserted that "the immediate
press reaction to the disclosure of over two billion
dollars in undisclosed debt" was "so compelling"
that it must have been attributable to petitioners’
conduct. Id. at 44a-45a. But that conclusion- presumably based on the Government’s incomplete
sampling of analyst reports - ignored substantial
contrary evidence. First, the court overlooked that
two other events were disclosed the same day as
Adelphia’s co-borrowing - ABS’s bankruptcy and
Adelphia’s failure to sell more than 700,000 nonstrategic subscribers. Neither event pertained to the
Rigases’ offense conduct. Second, the court ignored
that sufficient public information existed before
March 27, 2002, for the market to have judged the
extent of co-borrowing. Third, the court disregarded
Dr. Gulley’s conclusion that Adelphia’s stock price
was not inflated before March 27, 2002, which suggests that the March 27 disclosures did not correct

See CA App. A2524 (Gulley Aff. ~l 33).
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any alleged misinformation in the marketplace.44
Fourth, the district court failed to exclude losses by
investors who originally bought their Adelphia shares
before any offensive conduct could have occurred.
And, fifth, the district court ignored contrary "immediate press reaction" to the March 27 disclosures,
such as analysts who "believe[d] that the concerns
are exaggerated" and "reaction was way overdone.’’4~
Because the Second Circuit chose to disregard
Dura’s more stringent evidentiary approach to loss
causation in this case, it "ha[d] no trouble affirming
the District Court’s estimate of loss caused by the
Rigases’ fraud," because it also ignored the substantial evidence rebutting the linkage between the
Rigases’ conduct and losses sustained by Adelphia
shareholders. Pet. App. 20a. The court of appeals
did, however, add its own, new justification for attributing more than $100 million of losses to petitioners
- that petitioners took $200 million dollars from
Adelphia’s Cash Management System "’to pay off
Rigas family margin loans.’" Id. (quoting id. at 80a).
Even aside from the fact that the district court did
not mention that alternative basis, any argument
that losses associated with looting claims were
caused by the securities and bank fraud offenses for
which the Rigases were convicted is unsustainable.
The disclosure of alleged looting occurred well after
the March 27, 2002 co-borrowing disclosure and thus
came too late to have caused the stock-price decline
on which the district court’s loss-causation analysis
44 See id. at A2521-24 (Gulley Aff. ¶¶ 23-29).
45 See, e.g., id. at A2859-~0 (Saloman Smith Barney, Addressing Off-Balance Sheet Debt Concerns (Mar. 27, 2002)); id. at
A2862 (Bank of America Securities, Putting ADLAC’s Disclosure
in Perspective (Mar. 28, 2002)).
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focused. This case thus implicates the criticism
noted by courts in similar cases of the draconian
effect on corporate officers’ criminal sentences of
measuring shareholder losses based on "paper losses
in the company’s value, which have no correlation
with losses to actual shareholders who bought or sold
based on fraudulent information." Oils, 429 F.3d at
This Case Is An Ideal Vehicle To Determine The Standard For Loss Causation In
Federal Criminal Sentences
This case presents a good opportunity for the Court
to resolve the conflict among the circuits regarding
the applicability of Dura’s civil loss-causation principles to criminal sentencing enhancements. The district court’s enhancement for loss causation was the
primary reason that petitioners are serving such long
sentences - John, 12 years, and Timothy, 17 years.
Without the 26-level enhancement for causing more
than $100 million in losses, petitioners’ Guidelines
range would have been 33-41 months; as of the filing
of this petition, they already have served 33 months
in prison. Notwithstanding the importance of loss
causation to petitioners’ sentences and the centrality
of that issue in their Second Circuit brief, the Second
Circuit gave the issue short shrift, ignoring both
Dura and petitioners’ unrebutted expert testimony
regarding loss causation.
Petitioners’ experience is common -"a court’s
method for calculating loss is often critical in calculating the guidelines sentence in a securities fraud
case." Friedman & Hertzberg, 243 N.Y.L.J. at 4. As
Friedman and Hertzberg explain:
Unlike certain other guidelines that have a high
base offense level and authorize small increases
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based on specific offense characteristics, § 2B1.1
starts off at a relatively low offense level of six
but then prescribes up to 30 levels of increases
depending on the magnitude of loss. To put
that dynamic into proper perspective, a 30-level
enhancement can turn a guidelines sentence
from home detention into more than 20 years in
prison.
Id.
The issue of loss causation in criminal sentencing
is even more important than in civil securities fraud,
which warranted this Court’s consideration in Dura.
As Judge Bye argued in dissenting from the Eighth
Circuit’s refusal to apply Dura to sentencing enhancements: "The terms gain and loss are ordinary words
with meanings that are similar whether they are
used in a civil or a criminal context. If those [losses]
are not a causative factor in a civil fraud or deception
case, that obvious concept should not apply in the
criminal case, where the stakes for a defendant relate not to money but to freedom from incarceration."
Mooney, 425 F.3d at 1108.
CONCLUSION
The petition for a writ of certiorari should be
granted.
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